Trail Tree Newsletter
April 2022

This is Volume 56 of the Quarterly Trail Tree Project Newsletter. We hope the topics in this newsletter
will be of interest to you. If you want us to report on other things, just let us know and we will be happy
to do that. Below is all the latest news.

Trail Tree (TT) Database
Trail Tree Database
After beginning 2022, the database of Marker Trees crossed over the 3,200 threshold and now is at 3270
trees. In a few more months, we will cross over the 3,300 thresholds. The trees in the database now cover
45 states and Canada. Our hopes are that someone now finds trees in North Dakota, Idaho and Nevada
to round out the lower 48 states.

Trees of Interest
For this Newsletter, we have selected trees to show from those submitted in August to December 2021.
At some point we are going to have to skip forward to catch up to the time of the Newsletter.

AR Tree
This tree was located on the Benge Route of the
Trail of Tears in Izard County, AR by Renee and
sent in by Denny from the Exploring Izard County
group of researchers. The tree is 47.2 inches in
diameter and points to a large spring on the route. It
obviously is very old.

SC Tree
David found his tree shown on the next page in
Abbeville County. This tree points toward Long
Cane Creek.
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AR Tree

NC Tree
Micha located his tree in NC. This is a beech tree which is
not used often as a Marker Tree but we have a number of
them in the database. This one is very old. It is estimated to
be about 250 years old.
AL Tree
Wayne and Patsy are our research team in AL. They have
submitted a large number of trees from North Central AL and
into TN. The tree shown in the picture marks the grave of a
Chickasaw Medicine Woman. The grave is on the High Town
Path which was a major Indian Trail through AL heading all
the way to Memphis TN.
SC Tree

NC Tree

KY Tree
Doug located his tree on his farm near Hopkinsville,
AL Tree
KY. His farm is not far from the Cherokee Northern
Route of the Trail of Tears which went through
Hopkinsville. A picture of his tree is shown on the next page. His tree is a grave pointer tree. Note that
the second vertical is much smaller than the original vertical indicating a second grave of a descendant
was added sometime later after the first grave was placed there.
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KY Tree

TN Tree

TN Tree
Linda found her tree near Soddy Daisy, TN. It is another fairly old tree.

Atrocity Trees
We have shown some Atrocity Trees in previous newsletters.
An Atrocity tree is bent uniquely to represent the pain from the
loss of tribal members who have been murdered in an atrocity
inflected against the tribe. The tribal members murdered are
most often women and children who have been left to care for
the village while the warriors are away hunting food. When
they returned, they find the bodies of their loved ones scattered
across the tribal area left to rot on the ground. It is such a
horrendous sight that the warriors take a tree and break it in
multiple locations to show their pain and suffering.
We have received a number of these trees located in the later
part of 2021. They are from NC, AR and FL. The NC tree was
located by Lara in the High Falls area near Brevard, NC. The
tree appears to have been broken in four area which seems to
NC Atrocity Tree
be a common configuration. Randy found his Atrocity Tree on
Pinnacle Mountain west of Little Rock, AR. Julie located her Atrocity tree near Tarpon Springs, FL.
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FL Atrocity Tree
AR Atrocity Tree

Indian Heritage Sites Research Program
We began a major research effort in October 2021 and are continuing on that research well into 2022.
We are researching the Earthen and Effigy Mound sites throughout the eastern half of the US. The
academic community has labeled these sites as being Native American; however, Native American tribes
are not noted for building large mound sites forcing their people to carry thousands of cubic feet of earth
to a location to build a mound for their leader to live on and be cared for by the working and slave class
society of the tribe. In fact, Native American tribes did not have a major hierarchical society other than
a chief and a medicine person.
Our research has shown that these earthen and effigy
mounds which date back as far as 2000 BCE and
probably further, are, in fact, Mesoamerican and other
cultures from European and Asian areas. We are on a
quest to visit as many of the main mound sites as
possible in as many states as we can afford to visit. In
previous years, we have visited Cahokia several times in
IL, Pinson Mounds in TN, Ocmulgee, Kolomoki and
Etowah in GA and Moundville in AL. Since last October,
we have visited sites in IN, AL TN, GA, FL, MS, LA and
other locations. Our next research trip will cover WV,
OH and back to IN. The difficult in visiting many of
these mounds can be seen in the picture to the right
LA Mound Sites
showing the known mound sites in just LA which are
estimated to be over 800 in number. We hope by late spring to have a good understanding of these
historical sites and to be able to share our findings in a technical report.
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Current research has shown that the cultures that built these structures were: Mayan, Toltec, Teotihuacan,
Chontel Maya, and Zapotec from Southern Mexico, Mogollon Paquime from Northern Mexico and a
number of cultures from the European and Asian continents. The research has shown that everything we
have been taught about the early history of North America may be wrong. Columbus was a wantabe
johnny-come-lately explorer who was one of the last to discover North America. Many other cultures
were here long before he was born and received funding to come to the New World.
The research has also shown that many of these sites once abandoned by the cultures that built them,
were later occupied by Native American tribes and used for ceremonial and village locations. Thus, many
tribes have placed claims on these locations.

New Research Group
I mentioned in the last newsletter our forming a new research group in the southeast. The new research
group has members from GA (7), SC (2), and VA (1). This group of individuals are gifted with unique
investigative capabilities. They are sharing their talents collectively to interpret the sacred sites we are
visiting. We have visited a number of sites in GA and SC and collectively been amazed at the findings
we are obtaining from these visits. The findings have open up a greater understanding of the early history
of some of these sites. In one site alone in North GA, we determined that 9 different cultures had occupied
that location over a period of a 1,000 years. Our team member in VA is also doing a lot of work there to
uncover new understandings of sites in the VA area.

Presentations and Book Signings
We began the year with three new presentations at the Wilderness Wildlife Week Conference in Pigeon
Forge, TN in late January. The three presentations offered were: Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian
Trees and Places, based on our new book; Medicine Man, Earth Energies and Healing; and The Secret
Geodetic Code to Design and Build Sacred Buildings. We also did a presentation in Roswell, GA last
month and have been asked to do several presentations in NC and GA in the coming months.
In September, we will travel to Colorado Springs to participate in the Native American Sacred Trees and
Places (NASTaP) Conference and will be making presentations at the conference. We will also teach
dowsing at the conference with our new offering Dowsing Indian Cultural Heritage Sites. This workshop
normally is a one-day teaching and field experience workshop which we can adjust to doing it a few
hours’ time.

New Book
The new book, Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places has been on sale for about 12
months now and is available on the website at https://mountainstewards.org/deciphering-the-signssacred-indian-trees-places/. Deciphering the signs, interpreting Indian trees, and identifying sacred
places involves new understandings and new techniques in research that include Native Science,
dowsing, earth energy and more. Some of our methods are supranormal which sometimes invites
skepticism. However, if you are interested in becoming involved with the excitement of being able to
achieve unprecedented results in locating, documenting, and helping to preserve Indian culture then this
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book is for you. Prepare yourself to step into a world where your sixth sense becomes a major part of
your everyday life. We encourage you to be open to the experiences of dowsing as you may become more
adept at interpreting the sacred sites.

Facebook
To stay in touch with our activities in between Newsletter issues, follow us on our Facebook pages at
www.facebook.com/mysterytrees
and
www.facebook.com/groups/126677990699812/.(Mountain
Stewards). The Mysterytrees Facebook page now has well over 2,700 followers and the Mountain
Stewards page has grown to over 1,200. These sites provide a running account of our weekly activities.
Please log on to the site and LIKE the page. This opens our information to a larger audience and helps
educate folks about the program. Dialog often goes on between the followers of the sites who are sharing
their findings across the nation.
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